**Correction to:** *Cell Death and Disease* (2014) **5,** e1309; doi:[10.1038/cddis.2014.260](/doifinder/10.1038/cddis.2014.260); published online 26 June 2014

Since the publication of this paper it has been noted that Y Seo and YW Ji equally contributed to this work as co first-authors. The Author contributions section has also been amended. See below.

Author contributions
====================

Yuri Seo and Yong Woo Ji designed idea, performed animal experiments, and wrote the manuscript. Yuri Seo and Yong Woo Ji equally contributed to this work as co first-authors of this work. Sang Mok Lee performed molecular biologic experiments and helped to draft the manuscript. Jongwoo Shim designed idea and performed immunostaining works. Hyemi Noh generated HIF-1a conditional knockout mice, Arum Yeo performed molecular experiments and immunoworks (FACS works). Changhun Park and Min Soo Park helped the analysis of glycolytic metabolites using LC-MS and gave critical interpretation of data. Eun Ju Chang helped design and study conception, and critically revised the manuscript. Hyung Keun Lee designed main idea, wrote, and proved manuscript. All the authors were involved in writing the paper and had final approval of the submitted and published versions.

The corrected article appears online together with this corrigendum. The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work as co first-authors.
